LIFE MADE COMFORTABLE
SMALL SPACES

Cane-line®
CANE-LINE

Cane-line is a Danish design company with over 25 years of experience in designing and manufacturing functional and comfortable furniture, intended to suit your individual needs.

Life made comfortable is the very essence of Cane-line. All over the world our mission is the same – to make life comfortable and add value to life and the places where you unwind and relax. We are constantly focusing on quality and comfort in both products and life to ensure that our furniture is made with the greatest care for the environment and well being of people.

Cane-line Elements is a vibrant and living collection of unique design elements based on functional, timeless and socially responsible principles. Inspiration has been life and nature around us and the aim is to make life comfortable. Create your personal style with Elements fashioned in Scandinavian colours and innovative designs.

SMALL SPACES

We experience tendencies of new decorating styles and new ways of living. We take nature inside, we decorate with plants and flowers, express ourselves with furniture designs in natural materials. At the same time we prolong living outside with orangeries, outdoor kitchens, lounge sofas and dining furniture that can stay outside all year.

These trends set new standards for new flexible furniture designs and accessories which can easily be moved around and used both inside and outside in small spaces. Such as terasses, balconies, living rooms etc.
Christina Strand (MDD) og Niels Hvass (MAA) are part of the new generation of Scandinavian designers and the creative heads of STRAND+HVASS. Their concept of furniture design is to set human individual in the center and they strive to combine the expression, the shape and the material used to make their design comfortable, functional and unique.

OTHER DESIGNS FROM STRAND+HVASS

ON-THE-MOVE Sidetable

BREEZE Armchair

FURNITURE KEY-PIECES

LEAN Chair

DEFINED Carpet

HARLEQUIN Scatter Cushion
COPENHAGEN rocking chair, black | HARLEQUIN scatter cushion, brown.
Christina Strand (MDD) og Niels Hvass (MAA) are part of the new generation of Scandinavian designers and the creative heads of STRAND+HVASS. Their concept of furniture design is to set human individual in the center and they strive to combine the expression, the shape and the material used to make their design comfortable, functional and unique.

**OTHER DESIGNS FROM STRAND+HVASS**

- **TIME-OUT Coffe table**
- **TIME-OUT Sidetable**

**FURNITURE KEY-PIECES**

- **BREEZE Lounge chair**
- **ON-THE-MOVE Side table**
- **STRAW Lounge chair**
5-9 m²

TRAVELLER lounge chair, grey | ON-THE-MOVE side table, midnight blue | DEFINED carpet, blue.
OTHER DESIGNS FROM FOERSOM & HIORT-LORENZEN MDD

Johannes Foersom and Peter Hiort-Lorenzen (MDD) are two of Scandinavia’s most renowned and successful furniture designers. For some years they have been designing beautiful yet simple furniture for Cane-line in accordance with our philosophy – Life made comfortable.

FURNITURE KEY-PIECES

AREA Table/stool

DIVINE Footstool

LIGHOUSE Lantern rectangular

BREEZE Highback chair

CONIC Lounge chair

CORE Highback chair
5-9 m²

PARC rocking chair | AREA side table, black | DEFINED carpet, blue
Johannes Foersom and Peter Hiort-Lorenzen (MDD) are two of Scandinavia's most renowned and successful furniture designers. For some years they have been designing beautiful yet simple furniture for Cane-line in accordance with our philosophy – Life made comfortable.

OTHER DESIGNS FROM FOERSOM & HIORT-LORENZEN MDD

- DIAMOND Highback
- KINGSTON Lounge chair
- TIME-OUT Coffee table, large
- LIGHTTUBE Lantern, small/large
- DIVINE Footstool
- ROLL Trolley

FURNITURE KEY-PIECES
Christina Strand (MDD) og Niels Hvass (MAA) are part of the new generation of Scandinavian designers and the creative heads of STRAND+HVASS. Their concept of furniture design is to set human individual in the center and they strive to combine the expression, the shape and the material used to make their design comfortable, functional and unique.

FURNITURE KEY-PIECES

LESS Chair

AREA Table

EDGE Chair

CORE Chair

COPENHAGEN Sofa
10-15m²

PARC rocking chair and bench | ON-THE-MOVE side table, midnight blue | DIVINE midnight blue
OTHER DESIGNS FROM FOERSOM & HIORT-LORENZEN MDD

Johannes Foersom and Peter Hiort-Lorenzen (MDD) are two of Scandinavia’s most renowned and successful furniture designers. For some years they have been designing beautiful yet simple furniture for Cane-line in accordance with our philosophy – Life made comfortable.

FURNITURE KEY-PIECES

CONIC 2 Seater sofa
MOMENTS Lounge chair
COPENHAGEN Sofa
LIGHHOUSE Lantern
GO Coffee table
HARLEQUIN Scatter cushion